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Abstract. In order to realize the control of indoor cleaning robot, a design scheme of wireless communication technology based on white LED is proposed. The system between the host computer and indoor cleaning robot is through the white LED to achieve wireless communication. Through the host computer control interface, to the indoor cleaning robot to send control instructions to achieve the clean robot wireless remote control. The system can be widely used in any place under the white LED coverage, can basically realize the local control platform through the white wireless communication to the control of the clean robot, but also to meet the public for the visible light intelligent control system of the expectations and basic needs.

Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of computer technology and the concept of intelligent home, family service intelligent products become an indispensable part of comfortable life, service robot has become a hot spot in the field of modern intelligent robot research [1-4]. But for the development of home service robot is still in its infancy, especially indoor cleaning robot, as the most basic home service equipment, our daily life and work to bring a lot of convenience, has become an indispensable part of life [5-6].

Indoor floor cleaning is a boring repetitive labor, and the work process is cumbersome, not only labor, and low efficiency, the traditional vacuum cleaner work requires not only people involved, and the operation of inconvenience, cleaning efficiency is low, the effect is poor, Indoor floor cleaning robot will be mobile robot technology and vacuum cleaner technology organic integration, to achieve indoor environment semi-autonomous cleaning, with good application prospects and a wide range of market demand [7].

At present, the control of indoor equipment is WiFi, Zigbee, Bluetooth, infrared, etc., mainly through the use of radio frequency technology to communicate [8], to achieve the intelligent control of equipment [9]. Emerging wireless Communication technology--the Visible Light Communication (VLC) used in intelligent control, compared with the traditional wireless Communication mode has many advantages [10]. VLC technology uses white LED not only to achieve dual-function lighting and communications will not produce any radio frequency interference, Interference by other wireless devices is also small [11-13]. In this paper, we design a kind of indoor cleaning robot control method based on visible light communication to complete the walking and vacuuming work. The control system based on visible light communication is studied by using the single chip microcomputer as the control chip. The whole system control platform can be applied to any white LED local, and not subject to electromagnetic interference, with unlimited application value and development space [14].

System Model

White light-based indoor cleaning robot system consists of two parts: the transmitter module and the receiving module. The block diagram is shown in Fig1. The system modules are operated by the MCU control circuit unit. The MCU control circuit unit is the smallest computer system composed of the STC89C52 microprocessor and the peripheral circuit. The embedded control program is run on the
minimum system platform of the computer. The program receives the user instruction control. The modules work. At the same time, the program also includes the modulation and demodulation of the transmitted data for data encoding transmission and reception decoding.

The transmitter includes MCU control unit, LED coded transmitter unit, power supply circuit and host computer. The host computer will control the instruction information, for example, let the cleaning robot "turn left" instruction sent through the USB interface to the MCU, MCU will be the instruction encoding, encoding using the key switch modulation (OOK), MCU will be encoded after the instruction data is transferred to the LED transmission circuit through the IO port, and the encoded data (electrical signal) is converted by the LED to the optical signal.

The receiving end comprises an MCU control unit, a photodiode decoding unit, a signal amplifying circuit, a power supply circuit and a cleaning robot module. The photodiode converts the received optical signal transmitted by the transmitting module into an electrical signal, transmits the electrical signal to the MCU through the IO port, the MCU demodulates the received electrical signal, transfers the demodulated data through the MCU to the cleaning robot's motor drives to control the cleaning robot wheel to turn left.

The structure of cleaning robot shown in Figure 2, the robot walking with wheel structure, rounded square shell, chassis for the three-wheel electric car, the latter two by the two independent motor drive, the front wheel for the caster. The vacuum system drives the cleaning of the cleaning brush, sweeps the dust and concentrates the dust on the suction port. The dust suction mechanism creates a strong suction force to suck the dust into the dust storage box. After cleaning the dust, use the cleaning...
cloth installed under the shell to remove the small dust remaining on the ground. Wheel motor, vacuum motor are used brushless DC motor.

The visible light communication system transmission process is shown below.

![Visible Light Communication System](image)

The system light source uses 3W 3beads of high power ordinary white LED as a signal source, the performance parameters are: rated voltage 9V, light angle of 600–1200, color temperature 6000~6500K. The photosensitive detector uses a photodiode area of 6*6mm2, can receive a spectral range of 300-1000nm (covering the whole visible light spectrum), the peak wavelength of 600nm photodiode. Figure 4 shows the white LED emission spectrum measured by integrating sphere. It can be seen that the spectrum emitted by the white LED light source mainly includes the blue light emitted by the LED itself at 442nm peak and the yellow light excited by the phosphor at 541nm. It can be seen from the figure that the maximum sensitivity of the photoelectric detector selected in this experiment is just near the peak wavelength of the spectral distribution of the light source.

![White LED Emission Spectrum](image)

**The System Software Design**

Program flow diagram shown in figure 5, the first to complete the system initialization work, start initializing the hardware, serial timer, the initialization work for the next stage of the process to prepare the groundwork. And then establish a connection, waiting for the commands of host computer remote control platform. When receiving the host computer after sending control command, enter the judgments, the command of PC sent in two cases, so to judge the order to start a different handler to execute the command, when the corresponding action is completed after issue the end of the signal goes to the next cycle to the host computer. The main functions of the system software is responsible for the sensor signal acquisition and control, the motor forward backward, turn left turn right speed adjustment, realize the robot cleaner with the upper machine control instruction, normal operation and the initialization of the microcontroller programming, etc.
Summary

In order to realize the control of indoor clean robot, a design scheme of wireless communication technology based on white light LED was used to design the system. By analyzing the control method of indoor cleaning robot, the results of table 1 are shown in the comparison of all kinds of wireless communication channels. The experimental results show that VLC is applied to the control direction of indoor clean robot, and has a strong advantage in electromagnetic sensitive field. With the development of visible light communication technology, the intelligent control based on white LED wireless communication will become a new research hotspot. In particular, the application of visible light communication technology to intelligent control is of great significance and will be of great value in the field of intelligent services.
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